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INTRODUCTION

In 2017, we saw the fall of many records related to natural catastrophes, including the largest wildfire ever 
recorded (Thomas), the most damaging wildfire (Tubbs), and the strongest hurricane in the Atlantic basin 
(Irma).  California experienced its fourth wettest winter and hottest ever summer on record in the same year.  
Sea Surface Temperatures were two degrees C warmer than average at the time and location of Hurricane 
Ophelia’s formation.  Rainfall extremes in South Asia rose by a factor of three.  We know that our climate is 
changing and the impact it will have on different geographies throughout the seasons will vary, but one thing 
we can count on is more extreme circumstances.

Extreme circumstances will continue to play a growing role in the catastrophe modeling arena and all related 
sectors.  While some events in 2017 were singularly large and powerful, others wreaked havoc in the form of 
several smaller events.  Whatever the peril, we know that 2017 will not soon be forgotten in the minds of 
insurers, reinsurers, and modelers.  In the article that follows, TigerRisk takes a look at what contributed to 
some of the major headlines from 2017, including Atlantic hurricanes, South Asia flooding, California wildfires, 
human-induced earthquakes, and man-made disasters.

ATLANTIC HURRICANES

A Look Back at How the 2017 U.S. Hurricane Season Took Shape
The 2017 hurricane season won’t soon be forgotten.  Expectations started off for a below average season [1], 
but as the summer progressed, conditions became more conducive to making 2017 one of the most active 
seasons in recent memory.
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FIGURE 1
Summary of CSU Forecast Values and Drivers vs. Observed Totals For the 2017 Atlantic Hurricane Season [CSU]

EVOLUTION OF FORECASTED CONDITIONS IMPACTING HURRICANE ACTIVITY
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2017 MAJOR HURRICANES THAT IMPACTED THE U.S.

FIGURE 3
Hurricane Tracks From the 10 Years Prior to 2017 (Hurdat)

Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) is a cumulative combined measure of hurricane activity based on intensity 
and duration of named storms [10].  In 2017, the ACE index value of 200 [4] was exceeded while the average 
between 1968 and 2016 was 95.4 [5].

A Break From Recent Trends
Major Hurricane Drought Ends

Before Hurricane Harvey made landfall in Texas, it had been over 10 years since the last major hurricane 
made landfall in the U.S. (Wilma in 2005).  Scientists generally agree that the hurricane drought was a matter 
of luck, considering the fact that 31 major hurricanes formed in the Atlantic between Hurricane Wilma (2005) 
and Hurricane Harvey (2017) and not one made U.S. landfall.

This hurricane drought likely bolstered the continued growth of U.S. coastal populations.  Exposure growth is 
the leading cause of an increase in disaster potential according to recent research.  Researchers assessed six 
metro areas (New York, Charleston, Miami, Tampa, Houston, and New Orleans), and each one was projected 
to experience an increase in disaster potential through 2100 [7].

FIGURE 2
Several Named Storms Impacted the U.S. in 2017, But These Three Caused the Biggest Losses
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NAME
DATE REACHED

HURRICANE STATUS PEAK INTENSITY SUMMARY

HARVEY August 24, 2017 CAT 4 Just Before Landfall

 First Major Hurricane to Strike U.S. Since Wilma in 2005.
 Landfall Near Port Aransas, TX on August 26.
 Proceeded to Flood Houston Primarily Between August 26 and August 29.
 A Maximum of 48.2” of Rainfall [2].

IRMA August 30, 2017 CAT 5 Over the Caribbean Islands

 Maintained CAT 4 Strength Over the Florida Keys.
 Made Landfall Near Naples, FL as a CAT 3.
 Landfall Location was Extremely Difficult to Predict Given the Storm was Forecasted to 

Track Along the Entire Western Coast of Florida.

MARIA September 16, 2017 CAT 5 Over Eastern Caribbean
 Caused Intense Destruction in Puerto Rico Just Weeks After Suffering a Landfall By Irma.
 10th Most Intense Hurricane Ever Formed in the Atlantic Measured By Pressure [3].
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The last time ACE exceeded 200 was in 2005.  In that year, 28 named storms, 15 hurricanes, and 7 major 
hurricanes were recorded.  In 2005, four Atlantic hurricanes reached Category 5 status, each one month apart, 
each eventually making landfall in or near the U.S. between July and October.  2017 delivered nearly as many 
major hurricanes as 2005, with six forming in 2017, but within a significantly shorter period of time (August to 
October). 

FIGURE 4
Accumulated Cyclone Energy Index and Storm Count Throughout the 2017 Season

Compared to 2005 and Climatology (1981-2016) (NHC Best Tracks)

 On October 16, Hurricane Ophelia hit Ireland and the U.K. causing both wind and flood damage and
three fatalities.  Damage to property included toppled trees and power lines.

 Ophelia was the furthest east a Category 3 hurricane has formed on record (previously this was 
Hurricane Frances in 1980) [13]  and was likely a result of both the Gulf Stream and jet stream conditions 
at the time.

 Since records began, Ophelia is only the 15th hurricane to have tracked within 200 nautical miles of the 
Azores [12], notably:

 In 2005, Hurricane Vince made landfall in Spain as a tropical depression.

 In 2016, Hurricane Alex formed near the Azores Islands.

 In Ophelia’s genesis region, sea surface temperatures (SSTs) were approximately 2C (3.6F) above 
average for the location and date [13].

 Upper level atmosphere temperatures near the top of Ophelia were below average [13].

 The sharp temperature gradient between the lower and upper levels of the atmosphere resulted in 
instability and consequently convection and storm formation [13].

 Instability may have been the biggest contributor to Ophelia’s formation rather than SST alone 
because the SST at Ophelia’s genesis was 1C lower than the usual threshold for storm formation [13].

Ophelia
The First of Its Kind
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Warmer Seas Could Expand the Region of Storm Development

For storm formation, warm SSTs are required (typically greater than 26C / 80F) [14].  Climate change affects 
ocean temperatures, expanding the region of the ocean that has SSTs warm enough for storms to develop, 
consequently:

 Storms could develop and travel further north.  Warmer SSTs are already allowing hurricanes to travel 30 
miles further north than just 10 years ago.  This trend is expected to continue and may mean Europe is 
more vulnerable to Atlantic hurricanes in the future [14].

 Additional storms could form each year because there is a larger area over which to generate, as well as 
major hurricanes have more opportunity to develop as the larger area of warm seas allows hurricanes 
more time to strengthen.

FIGURE 6
Sea Surface Temperatures at the Time of Ophelia’s Formation in the Atlantic Basin [Popular Science, NOAA / NCEI]

FIGURE 5
Ophelia’s Track (NHC)
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A Different Kind of Storm and a Challenging Type of Uncertainty

Under the circumstances of climate change, one can expect some unexpected consequences.  One of those 
consequences could be that storms are harder to predict [9].  While the ability to predict the location of a storm 
has substantially improved, predicting storm intensity is still largely inaccurate.  Furthermore, storms which 
intensify rapidly are some of the most difficult to predict in terms of timing, location, and intensity.  These types 
of storms are also the most difficult for which to prepare.

Rapid intensification is defined by the National Hurricane Center as winds that increase at least 35 mph in 
under 24 hours.  Notable Atlantic storms that have undergone rapid intensification include Wilma, Katrina, and 
Rita in 2005; Ike in 2008; and consecutive storms Harvey, Irma, Jose, Katia, Lee, and Maria in 2017.

Without climate change, one could expect that dangerously intensifying storms, with winds increasing by 70 
mph in 24 hours, would be associated with a 1-100 year return period.  However, under climate change 
conditions, such storms could become as common as a 1-5 to 1-10 year return period [9].

While the most prominent risk to poor forecasting accuracy is loss of life, one should also consider that a public 
who are unaware of the strength of a storm and who do not hold a great deal of confidence in the forecasts will 
not properly prepare their homes, and thus, structures may become more vulnerable and risk higher damage.

Predicting Hurricanes in an Increasingly Unpredictable Environment

Continuously advancing computing power and model accuracy means track error for hurricanes has been on a 
steady decline.  The average track forecast error 48 hours prior to landfall during 2010-2016 was roughly half of 
what it was in the 1990s [8].

Despite more accurate forecasting, the expected landfall for Irma in the last three to four days focused on 
Miami but ultimately landed in Tampa, on the opposite coast and hundreds of miles north.  This error resulted 
from Irma’s unique track – westward motion making a sharp turn north.  Uncertainty around Irma’s northward 
turn was the primary challenge for forecasters.

SOUTH ASIA MONSOONS

Event Overviews
Since the end of July 2017, several monsoon rainfalls have caused widespread flooding across South Asia, 
affecting 41 million people in Bangladesh, India, and Nepal.  These consecutive monsoon events have caused 
more than 1,200 deaths [15].

The 2017 South Asia seasonal monsoon floods are mainly attributed to fluvial (river) and pluvial (surface) 
flooding.  Fluvial flooding is normally caused by long duration and extensive rainfall which result in excess 
water overflow from rivers.  Pluvial flooding occurs with a large amount of rainfall over a surface which is 
unable to absorb the excess water.

The floods damaged and destroyed thousands of houses, schools, crops, and hospitals.  United Nations 
humanitarian agencies were on rescue operations to support flood-affected areas to provide food and clean 
water.  Flood relief camps were also established for those displaced by the disaster where they were provided 
with shelter and healthcare support [17].

According to World Resources Institute (WRI), South Asia has the largest potential threat to river flood.  The 
estimated average economic loss each year from river floods is over $20 billion [21].

 Bangladesh: $  5.5 billion (4.8% of GDP)

 India: $14.3 billion (0.8% of GDP)

 Nepal: $  0.2 billion (1.4% of GDP)
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By 2030, WRI estimates that the economic loss of river flooding could affect 54 million people and cost $521 
billion globally every year [21].

Climate Change:  Increased Extremes and Murky Forecasting

From 1950-2015, average June-August rainfall has trended down in Southeast Asia [18].  Note that there has 
been a three-fold rise in rainfall extremes despite the downward trend in average totals.  These extremes cause 
intense rainfalls in the Central India region, resulting in more frequent large scale floods in India and nearby 
countries [16].

The rapid growth in urban populations and CO2 emissions have intensified inland flooding due to atmosphere 
temperatures warming at a higher rate than the sea [19] [20].  The increasing temperature gradient creates a 
pressure force that drives strong near-surface winds from the northern Arabian Sea to Central India.  The 
winds bring enough moisture to compensate for the weakening monsoon circulation and the decreasing 
monsoon depressions from the Bay of Bengal.

The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is an irregular period of varying wind directions and sea temperatures 
in the Pacific Ocean.  This warming phase normally causes drought conditions in South Asia due to less 
precipitation in the summer monsoon season.  The cooling phase (La Niña) results in more moisture around 
South Asia, and therefore, more precipitation in the summer monsoon season [23].  With multiple factors 
applying at different times and geographic scales impacting a monsoon season, forecasting flood remains 
challenging.

FIGURE 9
Average June to September Rainfall

With Seasonal Variability
(Data From World Bank)

FIGURE 10
Precipitation Trends in India

(Roxy et al. 2017.  A Threefold Rise in Widespread Extreme Rain 
Events Over Central India.  Nature Communications)

FIGURE 7
Number of People Affected By

Flooding Events in 2017 in South Asia
(UN Office For the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs)

FIGURE 8
Timeline of Events in 2017
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Risk Management and Reduction

The insurance protection gap remains wide in Asia with GDP growth exceeding insurance industry premium 
growth.  When flood disasters occur, the low insurance penetration rate means that either the uninsured citizen 
or government will bear the majority of recovery costs resulting in a no-win situation.

The major benefits of insurance and risk transfer are to protect citizens, enable the population to protect itself, 
and improve resilience after a disaster strikes.  Mitigating flood risk requires a coordinated effort by government, 
the insurance sector, and individuals, including:

1. Government.  Designing infrastructures (including dams, levees, and drainage systems) to mitigate the 
vulnerability of people and property to flooding.  Implementing flood alert and evacuation strategies will 
prompt the public to take precautionary measures against flooding and avoid major disruptions.

2. Insurance Sector.  Getting high-resolution insurance data is essential to enhance flood modeling 
capabilities.  The distance between an insured location and prone-to-flood areas, such as coastlines, 
rivers, and drainage blackspots, is a key deterministic factor to measure potential hazard level.

3. Individuals.  Elevating structures above the expected flood level is an effective way to reduce flood risk to 
both buildings and contents.  If the flood risk of a structure is reduced, insurers will be more willing to 
underwrite the risk.

CALIFORNIA WILDFIRE
Weather Extremes Culminate in a Catastrophic Season

FIGURE 11
Population and CO2

Emission Trends in
Bangladesh, India,

and Nepal
(The World Bank)
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FIGURE 12
Summary of 2017 Wildfire

Season and Damaging 
Northern CA Fires

(Imagery From NASA)
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In 2017, a total of 17 separate wildfires consumed over 210K acres in Northern California [32] while five fires 
consumed over 300K acres in Southern California.  The worst of the three Northern California fires (Atlas, 
Tubbs, and Redwood Valley) caused an estimated $5-$10.5 billion of insured property damage according to 
Risk Management Solutions (RMS) and AIR Worldwide (AIR) [31] [32].

These fires were marked by extreme wind conditions and caused 43 fatalities.  The Tubbs, Nuns, Thomas, 
Atlas, and Redwood Valley fires now have a place in the top 20 most destructive California wildfires ever 
recorded, with the Tubbs fire holding the top spot [29].

A Typical Wildfire Season

In California, wildfire ignition season peaks in June-
July before it trails off to its low point by December.  
But as we observed in 2017, the season for big fires 
occurred during the windy season at the end of the 
year.

The large Northern California fires observed in 
October 2017 were driven by hot, dry, and windy 
conditions that occur each year during the fire 
season.  By September, California reaches the tail 
end of the dry season.

Both the Santa Ana winds in Southern California, 
and Diablo winds in Northern California, are known 
to be strong and warm in California during fall 
(October-December) [26].

These winds not only cause additional drying of 
fuels, but they also serve as a fan to any flame 
resulting in catastrophic fires.

FIGURE 13
2017 Wildfires and 2010 WUI Land Boundaries (SILVIS, CALFIRE) [29] [39]

FIGURE 14
Seasonal Average of Number of Wildfires
and Number of Acres Burned By Month

(FRAP Data)
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Fires and Fuels

California recently recovered from one of the worst 
droughts on record [31].

The drought lasted just over five years and was 
capped off with the fourth wettest winter ever 
recorded [34].  The impact of this 180 turn of events 
(shown in Figure 16), was just one of the supporting 
contributors to the wildfire season.

When the California drought ended, vegetation 
growth bloomed in response.  That vegetation 
underwent a higher-than-average level of drying 
during the hottest summer on record [34].

These weather extremes are highly likely to have 
been influenced by climate change, and thus, we 
might expect more weather patterns like this in the 
future.

Santa Ana and Diablo Winds

Both the Santa Ana winds in Southern California and the Diablo winds in Northern California are well 
established weather patterns that are expected each year from October to December (or January).  These 
winds are the result of high pressure that builds over the Great Basin which flows toward the lower pressure 
regions on the California coast.

In the face of climate change, it is not clear how the timing and frequency of these wind patterns will be 
affected, but there may be an insight on severity.  Recent climate research suggests that as air becomes 
warmer over the Great Basin, Santa Ana and Diablo winds may become stronger and drier, leading to more 
fires like those observed in 2017 [26].

FIGURE 16
Watershed precipitation in California during and immediately after the drought.  The 2016/17 season received

nearly 60% of its annual precipitation between January 1 and April 1, compared to an average of approximately 40%
and almost 2x the average annual total.  Prior years show that rainfall was significantly below average.

(https://cdec.water.ca.gov/precipapp/get8SIPrecipIndex.action)

FIGURE 15
Fundamentals of a Wildfire Season With 2017 Anomalies
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A Tale of Two Wildfires

By December, the October wildfires took a back seat to the fire siege that unfolded in Southern California.  
While the Tubbs fire in Northern California will remain the most destructive in history, the Thomas fire will go 
down as the largest wildfire in California history, burning over 280K acres [29].  Though the outcomes of the 
Tubbs and Thomas fires were seemingly different, the conditions in Southern California, before and during the 
event, mirrored those of the Northern California fires.

FIGURE 17
Precipitation Compared to Average For April-October 2017 Cumulative and October 2017 (NIFC) [29]

(Generated 10/30/17 at WRCC Using Professional Data)

PERCENT OF AVERAGE PRECIPITATION (%)
(4/30/17 – 10/29/17)

PERCENT OF AVERAGE PRECIPITATION (%)
(9/30/17 – 10/29/17)

Just as in Northern California, dry fuels and strong winds fed 
the intensity of the Southern California fires.  Below average 
precipitation in the months leading up to the fire [35], 
combined with an extremely long lasting and strong Santa 
Ana wind event, facilitated the extreme fire behavior of the 
Thomas fire in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties.  The 
area of the Southern California fires was under a red flag 
warning continuously for nearly two weeks [36].

During the development of the Thomas fire, winds exceeded 
70 mph, temperatures reached the mid-80s, and humidity 
fell below 10% [36] .  The Thomas fire also initiated plume 
development throughout its growth.  A fire plume is a column 
of hot and unstable air which develops above the fire and
is associated with large fires.  The air continues to rise until 
the structure is compromised and then it collapses, creating 
strong wind shifts and erratic fire behavior.  Plume 
development presents a challenge for firefighter safety and 
fosters ember travel that can later cause long-range spot 
fires to ignite [37].

FIGURE 18
Percent of average precipitation in November.  In 

the area of the Thomas fire, less than 5% of average 
precipitation occurred during November.  (NIFC)

The dry summer extended into the weeks leading up to the catastrophic fires with most areas in Northern 
California receiving less than a quarter of average precipitation in the month of October.
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Building Practices Continue to Increase Wildfire Vulnerability

The wildland urban interface (WUI) is a designation of areas where building development is interspersed with 
wildland.  Officially this means the area is within wildland vegetation or is neighboring an area that has wildland 
vegetation [38].  WUI areas pose a significant challenge to fire suppression efforts and are very susceptible to 
wildfire damage.

FIGURE 20
WUI Land Extents as of 1990, 2000, and 2010 

Highlighting Continuous Growth (SILVIS)

FIGURE 19
Thomas Fire Progression Through December 17, 2017 With Area Growth By Day (InciWeb)
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Although land managers seek to include knowledge of 
the WUI in development policies, WUI areas continue to 
grow in California [39].

Some exchange of lands between WUI categories 
occurs, but lands are being converted to WUI at a
much faster rate than lands are leaving the WUI.

In Figure 21 we see the WUI area in California has
been growing as lands are reclassified from non-WUI
to intermix, representing development occurring in the 
interior of the wildland, not neighboring (interface).

It is important to note that 10 of the 20 most destructive 
California wildfires occurred between 1990 and 2010 [29].  
Despite these events, the WUI increased in size by 
19.5%, statewide, and 20% in Northern California alone, 
while the growth rate held steady over the latter half of

FIGURE 21
Evolution of land classifications for lands part of the
WUI in any of the years 1990, 2000, or 2010.  Similar
trends observed in both Northern and Southern CA.
(Data from SILVIS, Image created using Rawgraphs.io)
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the period [39].  The untampered growth of the WUI in California suggests one might expect the frequency of 
destructive fires to increase.

Fire Suppression Practices

Fire suppression principles prioritize the protection of life.  Even so, significant costs (33%-90% of suppression 
expenses in California) are devoted to protecting structures [40].  A large driver of these costs is the amount of 
construction in the WUI where structures are more difficult to protect [40].

Research has shown that simultaneous fires, like the destructive fires of 2017, take longer to suppress than 
single fire events of a similar nature.  The direction of causality and correlation leading to increased 
suppression time is still unclear:  Are these fires harder to suppress because of limited resources and strain? 
Or, are there multiple fires because those conditions align with difficult suppression conditions? [28]

Regardless of the cause of reduced suppression efficacy, the result remains the same.  Suppression capacity 
is reduced even further when we account for the extreme budget reductions faced by many fire agencies, 
including California.

The limitations of suppression capabilities have encouraged insurers to pursue innovative methods of protecting their 
risks, such as hiring private firefighters to defend homes [30].  Some insurers provide this as a complimentary service to 
select policyholders and regions, while others offer it as an add on.  This is an example of insurers taking active measures 
to manage their risk, rather than passive measures such as offering discounts to encourage certain fire safety features in 
a home.  At this time, no measure of profitability of such actions has been offered, but with the focus on high value risks, 
this approach seems to be a logical step for insurers.
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FIGURE 22
Total Land Classified as Either Interface or Intermix WUI By Year (SILVIS Data)
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 1973-2008:  21 earthquakes per year greater than M3.0
 2009-2013: 100 earthquakes per year greater than M3.0
 In 2014 alone, there were 400 earthquakes greater than M3.0 recorded

FIGURE 23
Fracking Process Diagram

(USGS)

EARTHQUAKE:  INDUCED SEISMICITY

Overview

Induced seismic events are earthquakes that occur as a result of human-related activity.  Induced seismic 
events are increasing in frequency, and as of 2017 are included in the catastrophe model updates for both AIR 
and RMS.  Most notably, induced seismicity is linked to activities around fracking (the process of using fluids to 
break open subterranean rock).  However, the number of earthquakes attributed to human activity is thought to 
be underrepresented as the attribution process can be subjective.

Wastewater disposal required by fracking is believed to induce seismicity [41].  Wastewater is not unique to 
fracking, but fracking produces more wastewater than traditional drilling methods and is often linked to the 
prevalence of fracking [41].

The link between wastewater disposal and increased seismicity has never been proven beyond doubt, 
however, it is now generally accepted in scientific circles.  In the central U.S., the number of earthquakes per 
year has jumped dramatically since the early 2000s [41]:

Though fracking and induced earthquakes 
have become synonymous, seismologists 
have not linked activities specific to
fracking to induced seismicity events [41].

In fact, only 1-2% of induced earthquakes
in Oklahoma are believed to be a result of 
fracking, while the rest are a result of 
wastewater disposal [41].

Site conditions also play a role in induced 
seismicity, and as a result, not all waste-
water wells will induce earthquakes [41].

Linking human activities to earthquakes
can be especially challenging since 
earthquakes can occur over 10 miles
away from a wastewater injection site [41].
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Regulations Affecting Seismicity

Rising oil prices have facilitated increased investing in fracking despite the high cost of the technique.  As more 
attention has been paid to human-induced seismicity, the amount of oil and gas operations allowed are being 
regulated by official governing bodies, and thus, may directly impact the level of induced seismicity.  This is a 
rare instance where regulations impact the hazard instead of the vulnerability.  There is expected to be a 
reduction in earthquakes recorded over time because the Oklahoma Corporation Commission (OCC) continues 
to implement measures aimed at reducing operating volume after significant earthquakes have occurred [42].

15January 2018     The information contained in this document is strictly proprietary and confidential.

Human-Induced Seismicity
More Than Just Fracking

Earthquakes are not just induced from wastewater disposal [43], they can also arise from:

 Surface operations (quarrying, building structures, and water impounded behind dams)

 Removing material from the subsurface (mining processes, extracting groundwater for irrigation).  
Hundreds of deaths have occurred in coal and mineral mines over the last few decades because of 
induced earthquakes up to M6.0 [89].

 Explosions (from underground nuclear tests)

FIGURE 24
Areas Where Human-Induced Seismicity Has Occurred [90]
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Induced earthquakes from mining are the most common type and have been occurring for as long as the 
practice has been operating at industrial levels.  Coal bursts are the sudden collapse of part of a mine structure 
in response to changes in vertical stresses.  They are common in China where over 2,000 occurred between 
1949-1997, across 33 mines, killing several hundred people and costing over 1,300 days in lost production [44].
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FIGURE 25
Mining-Induced Earthquakes at

Mentougou Coal Mine, Beijing [44]

FIGURE 26
Event Frequency and Maximum Event

Magnitude of Events M > 1.0 [44]

AIR and RMS have included an induced seismicity catalog to their North American earthquake model updates 
in 2017.  The additional catalog reflects the effects of fracking on seismicity rates.  The catalog addresses 
Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico, Arkansas, and Texas.  All of these regions have been historically 
inactive and show a significant increase in expected losses.

 More than 40 tremors in 2010 [46]

 Since 2013, there have been hundreds of significant quakes each year [46]

 In 2016, Oklahoma experienced its strongest earthquake yet at M5.8 in Pawnee [48]

 In 2017:

 At least 300 tremors of at least M3.0 have occurred [48]

 On August 1, seven quakes struck the central part of Oklahoma in one day [47]

It remains to be seen if larger, more damaging quakes can be triggered by wastewater disposal activities.

Oklahoma Demonstrates Significant Risk to Human-Induced Earthquakes

Oklahoma has seen relatively high seismic activity in recent years which has been attributed to fracking 
wastewater disposal.  Figures suggest that at short return periods, the earthquake hazard in Oklahoma is 
higher than in California [44].

Oklahoma is particularly susceptible to fracking-induced earthquakes because it lies upon an area of old fault 
lines which can be reactivated by the injection of water.  The fluid pumped into a geological fault can make a 
fault slip more easily and alter the stress on the fault, causing it to release.

Recent earthquake activity in Oklahoma includes:
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FIGURE 28
Oklahoma Area Seismicity (1973 – July 2017) By Magnitude and Time Period

Who is Liable For Losses From Human-Induced Seismicity?

In March 2017, the UK’s Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) warned that insurers needed to prepare for the 
impact of increased wastewater disposal activity because currently there are no policies in the market that 
cover it specifically, although it is not specifically excluded [49].

It is not clear who will be liable for the losses incurred that are attributed to induced seismicity or if that liability 
would lie with the operator of a well.  If so, this could affect casualty business.

FIGURE 27
Oklahoma Earthquakes M3.0 or Greater [46] [48]

INCLUDES
30 QUAKES
M4.0 – M4.7
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 400,000 machines
 150 countries
 A variety of industries from healthcare and telecommunications to automobile manufacturers 

and banks [51] [52] [53]

MAN-MADE CATASTROPHES

WannaCry Cyber Event

Although the attack was short lived and the ransom amount was set at a modest value between $300 and $600 
(which only a few organizations paid), the cost stemming from lost productivity, investigations, and data 
restoration is estimated to be around $4 billion by cyber risk and data science firm, Cyence [54].

What if the WannaCry ransomware had no kill switch?  What if the attack was initiated before Microsoft 
patched the vulnerability?  What kind of damage could have ensued?  RMS conducted a counterfactual 
analysis of the WannaCry cyber attack under these assumptions [51].  They found that the infection rate would 
have been around 1% of the Windows 7 user base and that an additional 200,000 computers could have been 
infected, resulting in 600,000 total infections.  Disruption worldwide could have lasted from two to four weeks, 
the time it would have taken Microsoft to develop a reliable patch and for businesses to return to normal.  In the 
U.S. at the time of the attack, 50% of businesses were using Windows 7, which could have resulted in U.S. 
insurable economic losses from $3.2 to $6.4 billion [51].

The universal use of computer systems and the internet has created numerous targets for criminals around the 
globe to exploit for personal gain and public detriment.  Small groups of people can create havoc around the 
world as was demonstrated by the May, 2017, WannaCry ransomware attack that exploited a vulnerability in 
Microsoft systems, affecting:

FIGURE 30
Geographic Distribution of WannaCry Event (malwaretech.com [52] )

FIGURE 29
Timeline of WannaCry Cyber Event [48]
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 Data breach
 Reputation damage
 Litigation from the compromise of proprietary data

 Distributed denial of service (DDoS)
 Business interruption
 Loss of business

 Financial theft
 Reputation damage
 Loss of business

There are several companies that are developing cyber risk models including Symantec, Cyence, AIR and 
RMS.  Most models are scenario based, contain both information and operating technology risks, and provide 
the user with levers for altering severity.  Cyber risk is embedded into all aspects of the global economy and 
will affect all kinds of policies, so it is pertinent for insurers to implement a variety of stress tests and avoid 
focusing on one type of event [56].  However, the most significant attribute of cyber risk is not a specific threat; it 
is the aggregate nature of cyber risk [57].  The deterministic models from AIR and RMS attempt to capture this 
magnifying effect by leveraging business sector and company size to help identify commerce exchanges and 
the likely severity and probability of a specific type of attack occurring [58] [59].  Consider the susceptibilities and 
the effects from different types of attacks on the banking industry:

FIGURE 31
Distribution of Loss Types From Cyber Events 2015-2017 (Accenture and Ponemon Institute [58] )

Besides hidden accumulated risk, modelers face challenges that include spotty and non-standardized exposure 
data, a scarcity of reliable data on incidents and losses, a rapidly changing landscape, and uncertainty in 
human behavior [57].

For instance, cyber criminals are developing even more sophisticated schemes to maximize their profits.  The 
WannaCry attack was reliant on a widespread infection where the hackers could collect small sums of money 
that people were more willing to pay, coming from a large pool of victims, and would result in a sizable payday.  
Unfortunately for the hackers, a kill switch was soon discovered which limited the advancement of WannaCry.  
But other variants of the worm without the kill switch are emerging.

Larger institutions have a higher risk due to the volume of access points, information, and money available.  
The risk from WannaCry focused on computer system vulnerability, highlighting the significance and difficulty 
of handling sources of aggregation.
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FIGURE 33
Ransomware Detections By Region (Symantec) [61]

Cyber Regulations

New regulations emerging around the world provide opportunities for market growth.  In June 2017, China 
started to enforce its Cybersecurity Law to include safeguards for national cyberspace sovereignty, protection 
of critical information infrastructure, data and individual privacy, and obligations for all parties [60].  The 
European Union (EU) will implement its Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in May 2018, which applies 
to all companies processing the personal data of subjects residing in the EU regardless of company locale in 
an effort to strengthen and unify data protection for EU residents.  The GDPR provides data subjects with more 
control over their information and increased transparency.  For example, data breaches will be required to be 
publicized within 72 hours of discovery [61].  With this new market, underwriters well versed in cyber insurance 
and security standards will be in great demand .  Perhaps insurers should take a more proactive approach in 
managing their risk by becoming trusted advisors before, during, and after cyber events, as well as offering 
premium reductions for clients who implement cyber security measures.

FIGURE 32
Average Ransom Amounts Have Varied Widely Over Time (Symantec)
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The average ransom amounts
shown may not seem like much, 
however, the ransom demand

usually relates to a single infection.  
When dozens, or even hundreds,

of computers are infected,
the aggregate ransom demand

can quickly skyrocket.
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FIGURE 34
Cyber Security Commitment From the Global Security Index 2017 Report

(International Telecommunications Union) [66]

Addressing Cyber Risk

One thing is certain, cyber threats and cyber insurance are here to stay and both will continue to evolve.  But 
challenges persist.  An increasing number of entities seek coverage [54], [55], but with a lack of standardization in 
the language, products, and exposure data, it is difficult to navigate the landscape [56] [57].  For example, many 
stand-alone cyber policies underrepresent the need for business interruption coverage.  Silent exposures in 
cyber and traditional products may only become apparent after an event, when the insureds seek coverage 
which underwriters did not take into consideration during pricing [57].

The rapidly evolving nature of the risks may quickly deem some products obsolete perpetuating irregularity.  
These are natural growing pains that will lessen as we begin to understand more vulnerabilities to cyber 
threats.  But at its core, the insurance industry struggles with managing cyber risk due to the disconnect 
between exposure and loss potential [57].

 For example, one of the criteria for certification under TRIA is a $5 million P&C claims threshold which the 
2013 Boston Marathon bombings has not met, making it ineligible for the certification [69] [70].

 Insurers potentially face $1 billion in claims from the October 2017, Las Vegas mass shooting which also 
lacks the certification, conceivably from the absence of a clear motive, but also because the bulk of the 
claims originated in lines of business not covered under TRIA such as life and health insurance [71].

Terrorism Risk

There has been no single act of terrorism that even comes close to the casualties and damage experienced by 
the U.S. on September 11, 2001, when four passenger airliners were used as missiles, killing more than 3,000 
people and costing the insurance industry upwards of $40 billion [67].  In response, the Terrorism Risk 
Insurance Act (TRIA) was created to provide a backstop for insurance claims related to acts of terrorism.  TRIA 
was reauthorized for the third time in 2015, extending its expiration date to 2020 [68].

In the years following 2001, the insurance industry has not been able to take full advantage of TRIA due to its 
stringent terms, one of which requires the attack to be officially labeled a certified terrorist event by the 
Treasury Secretary in concurrence with the Attorney General and Secretary of Homeland Security.  It is worth 
noting that TRIA has no statute establishing when the terrorism certification must be made [68].

LEVEL OF COMMITMENT TO CYBER SECURITY FROM GREEN (HIGHEST) TO RED (LOWEST)
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FIGURE 35
Distribution of Losses By Magnitude of Attack

(Global Terrorism Database By University of Maryland) [72]

Since 2001, attacks have been steadily increasing and evolving worldwide, with explosives, firearms, and 
incendiaries being the most common weapons.  Since 2017, Western Europe has seen a shift in the weapon of 
choice towards the use of vehicles to harm pedestrians [74].  Assaults planned and perpetrated by individuals, 
also known as lone wolves, are on the rise and becoming deadlier due to the assailants’ choices to strike soft 
targets.

The rate of terrorism events has risen steadily since 2001. Although TRIA’s risk sharing feature has not been 
triggered, the act has provided other benefits:

FIGURE 36
Human Casualties From Terrorism Events (University of Maryland) [72]

 The requirement to cover certified terrorist events has made terrorism insurance more prolific which, in 
turn, has reduced premiums to make it more affordable.  Appropriately priced terrorism insurance can 
promote economic growth and aid recovery and rebuilding efforts in the wake of an attack.

 TRIA assists in stabilizing the insurance industry by providing a reliable backstop.

 TRIA provides a transition period for the industry to develop terrorism risk management tools, models, and 
products [73].
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Moreover, these models incorporate the perspective of the terrorist organization when evaluating the probability 
of events since motives tend to drive attack strategy [75] [76].

The terrorism models from AIR and RMS are not well suited for the types of attacks which seek to maximize 
casualties using weapons that are readily available and easy to obtain.  Events that have the potential to cause 
catastrophic insurance losses, such as bombs, aircraft impacts, industrial sabotage, and CBRN (chemical, 
biological, radiological and nuclear) weapons are the focus of the models.  The models estimate the effects 
these attacks have on exposures within concentric circles of the attack epicenter by considering:

 Security vulnerability assessments

 Crisis management

 Event response 

 Post-event counseling

 Weapon size and type

 Population density

 Shock wave propagation and fire following potential from explosives

 Dispersion pattern of agents from CBRN weapons using wind speed and direction

In the long run, the solution to the gray area concerning coverage for active shooters’ insurance policies may 
be to invoke exclusions, as was the case with cyber risks [80].

Neighboring and affiliated institutions may also experience adverse effects from an attack, and consequently, 
some insurers are providing policy add-ons, such as “denial of access” policies to compensate for loss of 
revenue because of a police cordon, as well as “loss of attraction” policies to cover loss of potential customers 
by avoiding the area of a recent attack.  Internet and social media companies are also dealing with negative

Covering Terrorism and Mass Violence

In the insurance industry, there has been confusion about whether certain types of policies cover mass 
shootings and other assaults.  The short-term solution for new, unidentified exposures might be to offer named 
peril policies [77] [78] [79].  Hence, the rise of active shooter insurance policies which provide coverage of lawsuits 
in addition to providing services such as:

FIGURE 37
Frequency and Human Casualties By Car Attacks in Western Europe Since 2001

(University of Maryland) [72]
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effects from terrorist events.  Google, Facebook, and Twitter have all been targets of litigation due to their 
platforms being used to post propaganda, recruit new members, and inspire attacks [81].  So far, the lawsuits 
have not advanced beyond the preliminary phases.  This may be due to the freedom that federal law gives 
internet companies, essentially treating them like the printing press or the postal service, stripping them of 
responsibility for the information posted on their platforms.

FIGURE 39
Weapon Choice By Number of Events (2001-2016)

(University of Maryland) [72]

FIGURE 38
Persons Affected By Mass Shootings in the U.S.

(Mother Jones) [82]

CONCLUSION

It is clear that records were broken in 2017.  The events undoubtedly challenge past assumptions and
further highlight the complexity of catastrophe perils.  Catastrophes globally experienced a notable rise in the 
frequency and magnitude of extreme behavior.  The normalization of “extreme” may pose both the greatest 
risk and the greatest opportunity of all.
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